
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHICH UNDER GATE SYSTEM 
 

‘On swing gates, which under-gate operator should we have?’ It depends on where and 

what type of gate, as well as risk of abuse, natural or manmade! 

 

What do you mean by abuse? Under-gate, jack type operators, are usually located under 

the hinge point of each gate leaf, driving the gate, much like you would by twisting the 

hinge pin on your own front door! 

 

 
 

So that the gate opens level & true, operators are fitted directly in-line with the top hinge 

and they can be fixed directly or via a shoe or the furniture, hinge straps etc. Jacks can be 

off-set with a link arm or a roller guide assembly, but this is not common and has other 

issues that often require attention and greater maintenance. 

 

Abuse can be manmade, accidental or deliberate, such as vehicular impact, or attempting 

to force the gate manually etc. or it can be natural, wind, rain, flooding etc. 

 

   
 

All these forces are often taken directly by the unit, its spline, collar, release mechanism 

etc. and due to the leverage upon it, very little force is often all it needs to cause damage 

or weakening. This can occur over a period of time and cause failure without warning. 

 



Imagine stopping your front door at the hinge point and this will soon become obvious! 

The most common form of jack wear, comes from ‘Snap’ the point when a gate has to 

stop and reverse during operation. This kinetic force of a moving gate, having to change 

direction, is greater as the size and weight of the gate increases. 

 

Following tragic accidents, all equipment control board manufacturers have recently had 

to introduce safety in opening as well as closing! This now affects Snap more often than 

before and as so will effectively reduce the reliable life of the operator accordingly. 

 

What are our options? With so many types and plenty of differing views, most enquiries 

are bombarded with conflicting information on this point. We suggest basic facts and 

common sense are engaged when making the right choice? 

 

          
 

Combi units are fine in well drained light domestic installations, avoiding close board 

gates where able. Remote pump units are usually stronger and better for easy manual 

release, but only suggested for domestic systems, again avoiding close board gates. Max 

jack units are ideal where higher security and large gates are required (remote pumps not 

combined)  

 

   
 

All should consider the width of each leaf as well as the amount of use! 

 

Everyday many people learn which type was best when it is too late! 
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